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Design a holder, for a drinks can and a book, that could be attached temporarily to a sunbed.

(a) List four additional points about the function of such a holder that you consider to be important. [4]

(b) Use sketches and notes to show two temporary methods of attachment for such a holder. [4]

(c) Develop and sketch three ideas for the holder. [12]

(d) Evaluate your ideas and justify why you have chosen one idea to develop more fully. [8]

(e) Draw, using a method of your own choice, a full solution to the problem. Include construction details and important dimensions. [12]

(f) Suggest two suitable specific materials for your solution and give reasons for your choice. [4]

(g) Outline a method used to manufacture one part of your solution. [6]
2 It is important that people apply sun cream when spending time in the sun.

Design a point of sale display that would inform customers of the importance of using sun cream. The display should hold 20 bottles of sun cream and fold flat for sending to shops.

(a) List four additional points about the function of such a point of sale display that you consider to be important. [4]

(b) Use sketches and notes to show two methods of strengthening sheet card. [4]

(c) Develop and sketch three different ideas for the point of sale display. [12]

(d) Evaluate your ideas and justify why you have chosen one idea to develop more fully. [8]

(e) Draw, using a method of your own choice, a full solution to the problem. Include construction details and important dimensions. [12]

(f) Suggest two suitable specific materials for your solution and give reasons for your choice. [4]

(g) Outline a method used to manufacture one part of your solution. [6]
3 It is often difficult to keep in the shadow of a sunshade as the position of the sun moves during the day.

Design a device that would move a sunshade as the position of the sun moves during the day.

(a) List four additional points about the function of such a device that you consider to be important. [4]

(b) Use sketches and notes to show two ways of clamping the 40 diameter sunshade pole. [4]

(c) Develop and sketch three ideas for the device. [12]

(d) Evaluate your ideas and justify why you have chosen one idea to develop more fully. [8]

(e) Draw, using a method of your own choice, a full solution to the problem. Include construction details and important dimensions. [12]

(f) Suggest two suitable specific materials for your solution and give reasons for your choice. [4]

(g) Outline a method used to manufacture one part of your solution. [6]